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Breakout is the most expensive and dangerous issue of
continuous casting, which causes loss of production time and
significant yield penalties. The common cause of breakout is
sticker, that is a part of strand shell, which adheres to a mold
surface. Stickers can be detected by a temperature pattern in a mold
heat-map. SMS group GmbH (Germany) develops HD mold, a
cyber-physical system for sticker detection by monitoring and
analysis of the temperature data from the fiber optical sensors
during casting. Currently, HD mold exploits an analytical sticker
detection algorithm that gives a large number of false alarms. This
leads to significant loss time and quality overheads. We design
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) that recognizes sticker
pattern and can be employed as a full-fledged substitute or an
assistant of the current algorithm. Experiments show that being an
assistant, CNN reduces the number of false alarms of the current
algorithm by 47%.
Keywords—continuous casting; breakout prevention; sticker
detection; machine learning; convolutional neural network;
HD mold

I.

INTRODUCTION

Continuous casting of steel is a method of solidification
processing, which now approaching to 90% of crude steel
output in the world [1]. During the casting, the liquid steel
flows via preheated submerged nozzles into the water-cooled
copper mold. In the output, there is a solidified steel strand,
which can be divided to plates of required length.
Breakout is the most expensive and dangerous problem of
continuous casting, when red-hot steel poured out of a mold
damaging a caster and interrupts casting process. In practice,
typical breakout for a conventional slab caster leads to losses
more than 250,000€ [10]. The most common cause of
breakouts during casting are stickers. Sticker is a part of strand
shell, which adheres to a mold surface.
Fig. 1 shows how sticker leads to breakout, if no actions
are taken. By measuring the temperatures in the copper plates
attached outside to the mold, those events can be detected
beforehand to avoid breakouts.
SMS group GmbH (Germany) develops HD moldFO, a
cyber-physical system aiming to avoid such events by real time
monitoring and analysis of the temperature data from the fiber
optical sensors installed on a mold. Sticker can be detected by a
temperature pattern in the mold heat-map [1]. Because of high
cost of breakout, current algorithm tries to minimize sticker
probability by signaling an alarm as much earlier as possible.
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In case of the sticker, it is necessary to slow down the casting
process for a while to prevent breakout and then gradually
increase casting speed to a nominal value. Thus, a large amount
of false alarms leads to significant time and quality overheads
during continuous casting [8]. In practice, one false alarm case
costs more than 1,000€ [10].

Fig. 1. Sticker breakout.

In this paper, we address the problem of reduction the
number of false sticker alarms during casting. The paper
makes the following contributions. We design Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN), which recognizes sticker pattern in
the mold heat-map. We implement CNN in MATLAB as a
part of the Sticker Detection System (SDS). SDS can be
employed in HD moldFO as a full-fledged substitute or an
assistant of the current algorithm. The latter means that SDS
starts after the sticker warning from the current algorithm, and
analyzes only suspicious situations. We evaluate our
development on a real data from archives of SMS group
GmbH. Experiments showed that having played a role of an
assistant of the current algorithm, SDS reduces the number of
false alarms by 47%.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sect. II
describes HD moldFO and project background. In Sect. III, we
present design and implementation of SDS. We give the
results of the experimental evaluation of the developed
approach in Sect. IV. Sect. V briefly discusses related works.
Finally, in Sect. VI, we summarize the obtained results and
draw directions for further research.
II.

BACKGROUND

Our development is a part of the HD moldFO cyber-physical
system [2]. HD moldFO is the SMS group technology package,
which uses fiber optical sensors installed in the caster copper

mold to provide fast, reliable feedback of real-time casting
conditions. The HD moldFO system provides a wide variety of
models, which exploit the temperature feedback to assist the
caster operator in troubleshooting problems and optimizing
production. This assures increased plant availability, increased
yield, protects the casting machine, enhances product quality,
and frees the caster operator to focus their time on other
important caster duties.

Logical Controller). Finally, the controller decreases the
casting speed temporarily to let steel cool down and grow a
new strand shell to close the gap. An operator monitors casting
process including temperature values and the SlowDown flag
through the HMI Client.
Typical sticker’s temperature pattern can be detected as
follows. Temperature sensors next to broken strand shell will
show higher temperatures than their neighbours, which have
more isolating strand shell in front.

Fig. 2. Fiber optical sensors (blue points) on a broad side of a mold.

On a mold surface up to 576 fiber optical sensors are placed
(cf. Fig. 2), which send temperature values every 0.25 second
to a server in real time. Server is to add information on casting
speed and set slowdown status where this status shows if
casting speed was decreased because of true or false sticker.
Then, server transmits frames (all the measured values
associated with the same time moment) to HD moldFO
monitoring system. HD moldFO makes decisions based on
frames and information on mold size, positions, type and
number of sensors.

Fig. 3. Structure of the HD mold system.

Fig. 3 depicts the structure of HD moldFO. OPC-server is
responsible for data storage and communications between
different modules through OPC-clients. Fiber optical sensors
transmit measured values to OPC-server. The Breakout
Prevention System (BPS) is the most important module of
HD moldFO. BPS evaluates temperature gradients in the mold
to detect stickers and sets the SlowDown flag in that case.
OPC-server sends alarm signal to Drive PLC (Programming

Fig. 4. Typical temperature pattern of the sticker.

Fig. 4 shows the temperatures of neighbourhood of
3 columns with 3 rows of sensors over time. Thick lines reflect
the center column, which is the closest to the origin of the
sticker. Thin lines reflect neighbouring columns. At the bottom
of the graph, the line shows casting speed, and the rectangle
highlights the moment, when the sticker was detected and
casting speed was decreased [5]. Stickers have one particular
origin and can be identified as a hotspot traveling from top to
bottom through the mold. Furthermore, propagation of the
hotspot to the left and to the right can be identified, since the
hotspot always reaches the neighbour columns a little bit
later [7].
Current version of BPS exploits an analytical sticker
detection algorithm, which implements an idea discussed above
by a set of condition checks. This handles any suspicious
situation as a potential sticker and generates warning. After
warning, BPS runs a sequence of additional sub-algorithms
where each sub-algorithm is to confirm or deny some typical
predetermined sticker case. If a sticker is confirmed, BPS sets
the SlowDown flag. However, despite the additional checks of
sub-algorithms, such an approach leads to large number of
false alarms where each false alarm decreases production both
speed and quality. In this regard, we address the problem of
reduction the amount of false alarms by embedding CNN for
sticker detection into HD moldFO.
III.

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this research, we design and implement the Sticker
Detection System (SDS), which recognizes stickers using CNN.
SDS may play one of the two possible roles, namely a fullfledged substitute or an assistant of BPS. The former means
that BPS is inactive and SDS works all alone. The latter means
that SDS starts after the sticker warning from BPS, and

analyzes only suspicious situations. Fig. 5 depicts the SDS
structure.

3-dimensional tensor of 𝐹 × 𝐻 × 𝑊 form where 𝐻 is
the number of sensors in one column and 𝑊 is the
number of sensors in one row.
 Data reduction. Since stickers can appear in the top and
in the middle part of a mold, in order to accelerate
processing, we exclude the fruitless data of all the
sensors from the lower third of the mold. Further, we
2
work with array of size 𝐹 × ℎ × 𝑊 where ℎ = ⌈ ∙ 𝐻⌉.
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Fig. 5. Structure of the Sticker Detection System.

Preprocessor manipulates frames transmitted by OPCserver and prepares data for CNN input. Archive is supported
by SMS group GmbH to accumulate frames of previous
castings. SDS is implemented by means of the following
software stack: MATLAB, Neural Network Toolbox and OPC
ToolBox for MATLAB, ibaAnalyzer.
Further, we present CNN for sticker detection during
continuous casting. Design and implementation of a CNN
include the following typical steps: selection of the data to
learn CNN, preprocessing of the data selected, data
augmentation, and construction of CNN layers. We consider
these matters below, in Subsect. A, B, C, and D, respectively.
In addition, in Subsect. E, we describe a scenario of CNN
application.
A. Data Selection
Since HD moldFO used fiber optical sensors less than two
years ago and exploits overly cautious breakout prevention
algorithm, the SMS group GmbH archive contains data
regarding pretty small number true and false stickers, namely
frames corresponding to 14 real stickers and 103 false alarms,
respectively. In order to construct the training set, we took
frames corresponding to 11 real stickers and 88 false alarms.
The rest frames (corresponding to 3 real stickers and 15 false
alarms) were used to construct the test set.
As a sample of the training set and the test set, we consider
F sequential frames instead of one frame where parameter 𝐹 is
chosen empirically. In this study, we took 𝐹=30, i.e. a sample
corresponds to consecutive 7.5 seconds of the casting process.
Thus, a sample is an array of size 𝐹 × 𝑆 where 𝑆 is the number
of mold sensors.
Next, to generate “sticker” samples of the training set, we
choose landmarks, i.e. frames where the SlowDown flag was
set (regardless of whether it was true or false alarm). Finally, to
generate “not sticker” samples of the training set, we choose
random frames that are far from landmarks. As a result of data
selection, we have 11 “sticker” landmarks and 11,701 “not
sticker” landmarks.
B. Data Preprocessing
Next, we preprocess the selected data through the following
steps.
 Data reshaping. Since sensors on a mold are placed on
rectangular area, we convert the 2-dimensional array to

 Data cleaning. Since some sensors on a mold can be
damaged during the casting and transmit invalid signal
of -273°C, we replace such a value with minimal valid
value of temperature among current 𝐹 frames.
 Data normalization. In order to improve prediction
quality and convert all the data to the same interval, we
use max-min normalization the data to bring all values
to [0;1].
 Data slicing. At first, we slice the data into arrays with
width 𝑤. Since typical sticker is of 3 sensor in
width [7], we set 𝑤 = 5, so as a sticker takes up most of
a heat-map image. Next, we move a sliding window of
length 𝑤 along each array with step of one sensor and
create a new sample at each step. This results in up to
𝑊 − 𝑤 + 1 samples from one landmark.
After the steps above, we get each sample as a
3-dimensional array of 𝐹 × ℎ × 𝑤 size containing real values
from 0 to 1 to be used by our CNN. Finally, if a sample
contains center of a real sticker, we mark the sample as
“sticker”, otherwise—as “not sticker”.
C. Data Augmentation
By construction, our training set is imbalanced because of
large number of “not sticker” samples. In order to increase the
number of “sticker” samples, we generate artificial data by
means of the following methods.
 Sticker transferring. For each frame of a sample, we
calculate temperature difference with the first frame and
store result as an array. Then we add this difference
array to a ”not sticker” sample and get a new “sticker”
sample. Note that, this step is made before the data
preprocessing.
 Data biasing. We consider only two-thirds of the rows
of mold sensors. When a sticker appears, but not in the
top row of sensors, we can create a sample for CNN
with bias from the top row. For example, if a sticker
appears at 4th row, we can generate three “sticker”
samples from the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd row, and all the
samples will include the case of real sticker.
 Time biasing. Typical sticker takes 12 seconds from its
appearance to breakout [1]. We generated samples for
each 0.5 second starting from the 1st to the 10th second
after appearance of the sticker.
 Data mirroring. Since typical sticker has V-shape,
“sticker” samples can be mirrored without loss of
quality [6].

Fig. 6. CNN structure.

After the steps above, we increase the number of “sticker”
samples to 6,318. Note that, we apply augmentation only to
real stickers and false alarms, and not to samples of regular
work because of their large amount, they do not need
augmentation.
D. Design of CNN
We choose CNN as an approach for sticker detection
during continuous casting. CNN is a deep neural network with
convolutional layer and pooling layer in addition to standard
hidden perceptron layers. These layers are not fully-connected
and have significantly fewer parameters to learn. Thus, CNN
learns faster in comparison with the traditional neural
networks. In addition, convolutional layers allow for efficiently
learning important image characteristics [9].
As an input, our CNN takes 3-dimensional array, which
includes 𝐹 preprocessed sequential frames. CNN outputs two
positive real values giving a total of 1, which are probabilities
of “sticker” and “not sticker” events for the given input.
Fig. 6 depicts the structure of the designed CNN. It consists
of the input layer and output layer, and the following hidden
layers.
 Convolutional layers. These two layers have similar
structure and perform convolution of the input data. By
doing so, we get a feature map. In most cases, sticker
area includes three sensors in width and two sensors in
height [7]. Thus, we chose 333 as a size of
convolutional kernel. We use rectified linear unit
(ReLU) as an activation function.
 Max-pooling layer. This layer reduces size of a feature
map discarding areas without any key feature. In
addition, this increases CNN’s robustness to scaling.
We chose pooling size 222 and 2 strides.
 Flatten layer. This layer transforms 3-dimensional
tensor to 1-dimensional vector.
 Dropout layer. This layer randomly deactivates 25% of
neurons to prevent overfitting of CNN.
 Dense layer. This is fully-connected layer, which
applies SoftMax activation to input data and transforms
it to two signals. Values of this signals represent
probabilities of “sticker” and “not sticker” events.

We learned our CNN on the Tornado SUSU supercomputer
node [4] using stochastic gradient descent with a batch size of
16 examples and binary cross-entropy as a loss function.
E. Scenario of CNN Application
SDS exploits CNN to process data in frame-by-frame
manner according to the following scenario.
Firstly, SDS receives a frame with size 𝐻 × 𝑊 from the
OPC-server. Then, by means of preprocessing, we transform
the frame to the 𝑊 − w + 1 (at most) samples with size 𝐹 ×
ℎ × 𝑤. After that, for each sample CNN outputs the probability
of “sticker” and “not sticker” event. Next, we compute mean
value of all the probabilities of “sticker” event. Finally, if the
mean value is greater than prespecified threshold 𝛼, then SDS
generates sticker alert. Here 𝛼 is a subject of empirical choice,
and we show the respective experimental results below in
Sect. IV.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In the experiments, we study three approaches, namely
BPS, SDS, and BPS+SDS. BPS implements an existent
analytical algorithm. SDS is an approach when CNN
substitutes BPS. Finally, BPS+SDS means that SDS works as
an assistant of BPS. As a test set, we used the part of the
archive remaining after learning, which corresponds to the
9,585 real cases of continuous casting consisting of the
3 sticker cases, 15 false alarms, and 9,567 examples of regular
work.
For the aforementioned approaches, we compared the
following characteristics: number of stickers detected, number
of stickers missed, and number of false alarms signaled. Tab. I
depicts the experimental results. Note that, for SDS, numbers
of false alarms signaled are out of overall number of cases in
the whole archive. At the same time, for each of the approaches
BPS and BPS+SDS, number of false alarms is out of number
of those cases of the archive where BPS either detected sticker
or signaled false alarm.
We can see that each approach successfully recognizes
stickers not missing even one. In false alarms, SDS performs
worst. However, BPS+SDS performs best among all other
approaches to the number of false alarms. Finally, combination
of the existent analytical algorithm and CNN decreases number
of false alarms by 47% in comparison with the existent system
(i.e. by 7 out of 15 cases of false alarms).

TABLE I.

COMPARSION OF APPROACHES

Characteristics
Stickers detected
(out of 9,585 cases in the whole archive)
Stickers missed
(out of 3 cases of real sticker)
False alarms signaled
(lower is better)

SDS

BPS

3

3

BPS+
SDS
3

0

0

0

43*

15**

8**

*

Out of 9,585 cases in the whole archive.
**
Out of 18 cases: 3 real stickers and 15 real false alarms.

The preceding experimental results were obtained after an
empirical research was carried out to choose optimal values of
the 𝛼 parameter (cf. Sect. III, Subsect. E). For the approaches
SDS and BPS+SDS, the optimal values 𝛼𝑆𝐷𝑆 and 𝛼𝐵𝑃𝑆+𝑆𝐷𝑆
were determined as follows.
We conducted experiments with the approaches SDS and
BPS+SDS employing the test set above for various 𝛼 values,
and measured the numbers of stickers detected and false
alarms. We choose the value of 𝛼 as an optimal if it meets the
following two requirements: 1) an approach must successfully
recognize all stickers not missing even one, and 2) an approach
must provide minimal number of false alarms among all values
of 𝛼.

seldom applied successfully because it requires enough
learning data, which is not given in the initial stage of the
system [13]. In [12], two different neural networks exploiting
temperature data from thermocouples are applied to sticker
detection. Results in [12] look promising but necessity of a
large amount of data to train NN limits the application of the
approach in practice.
In this work, we showed how deep convolutional neural
network can be successfully applied to the sticker detection
problem with a lack of training data (what was done for the
first time, to the best of our knowledge).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Nowadays, continuous casting is the most commonly used
technology of steel processing. Breakout is the most expensive
and dangerous problem of continuous casting, which causes
loss of production time and significant yield penalties.
Typically, breakout occurs because of a sticker, a part of strand
shell, which adheres to a mold surface. Stickers are detected by
a temperature pattern in a mold heat-map.
Our study was carried out as a part of HD moldFO cyberphysical system that detects stickers by real time monitoring
and analysis of the temperature data from the fiber optical
sensors installed on a mold. Current algorithm tries to
minimize sticker probability by signaling an alarm as much
earlier as possible. This leads to a large amount of false alarms
with significant time and quality overheads during continuous
casting.
In this paper, we presented an approach to sticker detection
during continuous casting based on Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) to reduce amount of false sticker alarms. We
described selection of the data to learn CNN, preprocessing of
the data selected, data augmentation, construction of CNN
layers. Such an approach was implemented as the Sticker
Detection System (SDS) in MATLAB.

Fig. 7. Number of false alarms depending on the threshold 𝜶 (lower is better).

Experiments showed that SDS meet the first requirement
only if 𝛼 ≤ 0.24, and same that for the BPS+SDS approach if
𝛼 ≤ 0.36. Then, according to Fig. 7, the approaches SDS and
BPS+SDS meet the second requirement if 𝛼𝑆𝐷𝑆 = 0.24 and
𝛼𝐵𝑃𝑆+𝑆𝐷𝑆 = 0.36, respectively.
V. RELATED WORKS
The problems of breakout prevention and sticker detection
have been extensively studied in recent decade. Basic works
include the following.
In [11], author describes the metallurgical background of
defects in continuous slab casting, and gives the relation
between the defect on the slab and the temperature, and heat
flux signal. Conventional state of the art approaches to sticker
detection and breakout prevention discussed in [13] in detail.
This work also provides a description of rules and settings to
detect sticker related breakouts. The effects of different casting
parameters on sticker appearance are given in [7].
In [11], an adaptive approach to sticker detection is
presented. In practice, a neural network (NN) based system is

As a training sample, we took all the values measured by
sensors for consecutive 7.5 seconds of the casting process.
Next, we preprocessed the samples through the following steps,
namely conversion of the 2-dimensional array to 3-dimensional
tensor, exclusion of the fruitless data of all sensors from the
lower third of a mold, replacement of invalid signals from
damaged sensors, max-min normalization, and slicing to
smaller parts to fit in sticker.
Since HD moldFO starts less than two years ago and exploits
overly cautious algorithm, we have pretty small number of real
sticker cases to train our CNN. We employed sticker
transferring, time biasing, data biasing, and data mirroring to
generate extra artificial “sticker” samples and get significantly
less imbalanced training set.
We designed CNN with the input layer and output layer,
and five hidden layers, namely two Convolutional layers, Maxpooling layer, Flatten layer, Dropout layer, and Dense layer.
We learned our CNN using stochastic gradient descent with a
batch size of 16 examples and binary cross-entropy as a loss
function.

In the experiments, we compared three following
approaches. BPS is an analytical algorithm embedded into the
HD moldFO system. SDS is an approach when CNN works
alone, and BPS is inactive. The BPS+SDS approach means that
SDS analyzes only suspicious situations after the sticker
warning from BPS. All the approaches successfully detected all
stickers. The BPS+SDS approach decreases the number of
false alarms of BPS by 47% and, thus, gives a saving of
47,000€ on every hundred of false alarms.

[4]

Our further studies might elaborate on the following topics:
reducing number of false alarms of CNN to make it possible to
use Sticker Detection System alone (without BPS), and
development of CNN for detection of longitudinal face cracks
in the steel during continuous casting.

[7]
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